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1. By kcreund
-

An tJC Diagnostic Evaluation Team (OET) inspection was conducted at the

Erunswick Steam Electric Plant, Units 1 and 2 during the period April 10 21
and May 1-5, 1989. The inspection report was forwarded to the Carolina
Fewer & t.icht Company (the licensee) by letter dated August 2,1989. As
part of that irspection, the team reviewed a nutter of Technical
Specification Interpretations (TSis) which were developed by the licensee
in accordance with Regulatory Compliance Instruction, RCI-02.3," Technical
Specification Interpretation Request, Processing, and Maintenance,"

Revision 2, naintained by the Regulatory Compliance Unit and approved t,y
the Flant Nuclear Safety Committee (PNSC). The team expressed con ,s

with a few of the T515 that they reviewed. For example, TSI B7-01, ,,iroved

on March 10, 1987, incorrectly interpreted Technical Specification
(TS) 3.2.1 concerning the number of paths from the offsite to the onsite
electrical system. As another example, the licensee used TSI 85-10,
Frimary Containment Isolation Yalves, approved on November 17, 1987, to
redefire the primary containment isc;ation valves and effectively deleted
the stroke time testing of certain valves identified in TS Table 3.6.3.1,
" Primary Containment isolation Yalves." This, in effect, caused the
licensee to violate certain aspects of the Technical Specifications.

By memorandum dated August 2, 1989, the acting Executive Director for

operetion IEDO), now the EDO, identified staff actions resulting from

the diacro:.'c evaluation at Brunswick. One staff action was to evaluate
the licensee's nrogram for interpretation and implementatinn of technical
specificatiens. Ths responsible office for this staff action was the
Office cf Nuclear Rei-tor Regulation (NRR).

The following report contains the NRP. evaluation as requested by the E00.
It is divided into five sections. Section 1 is this section: Background.

Section 2 contains a description and evaluation of the Brunswick TS change
Secticn 3 addresses the Brunswick TSI procedure, RCI-02.3,

process.

Revision 2. Section 4 contains a sumary of the staff evaluations of
Brunswick TSI's. The last section, Section 5, provides a report sumary.
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This report was prepared by E. G. Tourigny, Project Manager for the
Brunswick Plant. The Project Manager visited the Brunswick site and
obtainedcopiesofthe1$1 procedure (RCl02.3, Revision 2)andthe
TS1's in effect at Brunswick. The licensee subsequently provided to the
project manager a copy of the TS change request procedure (RCl 02.1,
Revision 4) and the 15 itnplementation procedute (RCl 02.2, Revision 3).
The individual Brunswick TSI evaluations were prepared by E. G. Tourigny,
Project Directorate !!.1, and R. J. Giardina, Technical Specifications
Branch. The evaluations were subsequently reviewed by appropriate NRR
technical review branches and the Brunswick Resident Inspectors.

A meeting was held in Rockville, Maryland on August 22, 1989 to address
i

t

Brunswick Technical $pecification Change Management. Meeting minutes
;

were issued on August 31, 1989. A meeting was also held in Rockville,
Maryland on December 20, 1989 to discuss Brunswick T!!'s in detail and to '

prcvide feedback to the licensee as to the results of the staff evaluations.
;

Neeting minutes were issued on December 29, 1989.

.

2. Brunswick Techneial specification Chance Process

Brunswick utilizes a procedurally defined technical specification change
Any indivicual may identify the need for a technical specification

process.

change resulting from plant mod |fications, response to an NEC initiative,
technical specification interpretation, correction to a potentially unsafe !

condition, cost savings, or operational flexibility improvement. The

request is reviewed and either approved or rejected by the requestor's '

supervisor.
If the request is approved by the supervisor, it is forwarded

{
to Regulatory Compliance, the Onsite Licensing group. Regulatory Compliance,
in turn, performs its own evaluation as to whether or not a technical j

E specification change is needed.
If Regulatory Compliance agrees, the

proposed change is sent to Corporate Licensing for processing. The

i
!
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request is sent back to the requestor if pegulatory Complianc.e does not
believe a technical specification change is needed. Corporate Licensing
performs a similar review; if they agree that a technical specification
change is appropriate, they prepare the f:PC su*mittal package. The

proposed NRC submittal is then sent to the site "or final review and approval l

and is also sent to corporate management for approval. Site final review
and approval is conducted by the Plant Huclear Safety Comittee, the plant
manager, and the site project manager. Once management approval is
obtalted, the technical specification change request is sent to NRC. In

' parallel with NRC review, the Company's Corporate Nuclear Safety (CNS)
group reviews the package for techtical adequacy. The CHS group must

i

cercur before the change is implemented.
The NRR staff reviews the license

etendment request. Additional questions may be asked. The application
is either arproved or rejected by issuance of a Safety Evaluation. The

'

licensee implements the technical specifications within sixty days, as
specified in the Arendment issued by NRC.

Brunswick believes that it has a comprehensive process for screen.
ing/ rejecting technical specification change requests. The NRR staff
agrees that the process is adequate for the following reasons: 1)there
is a mechanism in-place for identifying changes; 2) the proposed change
undergces various levels of review; and 3) only truly needed changes,
fron the licensee's perspective, are submitted. It should be noted that
the-licensee identified a weatress in the process - a lack of prioritiza-
tion. They are new in the process of prioritizing the work, with plant
safety identified as Priority 1.

3. Brunswick Technical Specification interpretations

One of the initiators of a technical specification change request is a
TechnicalSpecificationInterpretation(TSI). If plant personnel have
difficulty in carrying out a technical specification requirement or if
there is a difference of opinion between plant personnel, there is a

-
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4.
;1

procedure in effect to address this. Regulatory Compliance instruction
02.3 prevides the process for requesting, processicp, and maintaining TSI's.
Ary plant individual may request a TSI by using the procedure. The TS1
is put in effect until the technical s:ecification change is sent to IRR
and approved. The TS1 is issued only if the existing technical specifica.
tions: (1) are not consistent with the physical or intended design of
the plant, (?) do not adequately demonstrate operability or are not
suf ficiently conservative, (3) contain typographical or administrative
errors that represent operability or surveillance concerns, or (4) are
otherwise determined as necessary by the plant Nuclear Safety Comittee.
Not eli TSI requests lead to TS!'s. Some requests are straightforward
f rom the licensee's perspective and are addressed by a plant memorandum.

ite staff did not review the plant remoranda as part of this study.

The staff evaluated the TS! procedure and concludes that it is acceptable;
bewe'ver, two weakresses in the procedure were identified. There is no
tirie censtraint between the time a TSI is forralized and the time the
asscciated Technical Specifications change is forwarded to NRC for review
and approval. Because of this, there are TS!'s that were written it, the

1!84 and 1985 time frare that have not been submitted to the staff as
propesed technical specification changes. The licensee acknowledged this
concern and has indicated that this will be corrected. The second weakness
centers on the f act that a TSI may be written and approved and the plant
TS's may not be completely met. The licensee has been advised that in
these cases regulatory relief is necessary.

Brunswid implerented a number of TSI's over the last few years. The

nur.ber of TS!'s inplemented for the years 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988,
and 1989 are 20, 14, 2, 3, 2 and 1, respectively. The number of TSI's is
decreasing with time. There are currently 16 TSI's in effect (one has
been resolved since this study was initiated). Some of the TS!'s have
been submitted to NRR for technical specification changes and some have
not been submitted. The licensee indicated that typically a TSI will be

W
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followed by a TS change request. Lastly, the licensee stated that a
larger nurber of TSI's were resolved and cancelled over the lest few

For example, fif teen of the twenty implemented in 1984 and nineyears.

of the fourteen irplemented in 1985 were resolved. Post were resolved
by a 75 change. On occasion, a TSI is resolved by a plant memorandum.

4 Sumary of Staff Evaluations of Brunswick Technical Specification
Interpretations

Seventeen Brunswick TSI's were in effect when this eveluation was initiated.
:

One has been resolved by Brunswick since then, RHR Room Coolers, TSI
B7-02. There are currently sixteen in effect.

Because of the uniqueness of this review, the staff developed a set of
evaluttion assurptions before the evaluations were conducted as follows:

1) The level of technical evaluation should be sufficient to determine
dether there is an imediate safety concern. This assumption was made
because the staff, in most cases 3 would critically review the associated
TS change request sometime in the future. "

?) It was assumed that the informetion in the TSI was factually
correct, alticuga there was no licensee application signed under oath
ard affirmation and no forral safety analysis to support the TSI.

3) It was assumed that the TSI could be changed at anytime with Plant
Nuclear Safety Comittee approval. For example, the RHR Room Cooler TSI,
TSI 87-02, was closed cut by a plant memorandun and two revisions were
made to the Service Vater System T51 TS1-84-06, during the course of
this study.

a) The staff evaluation of the TS! should not be construed as
approving the TS change if it has already been submitted or if it is to
be submitted in the future. The reason for the assumption is that there
may be differences between the TSI and the actual TS change request.

- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - __-.. - - .--.-, - - -. .. -. -.
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Even if there are no differences, staff agreement with a TS! does not
constitute the issuance of a license amendment.

5) The staff assumed that enforcement action would not be a
-part of this report.

6) Lastly, the licensee's UTSAR could be used as necessary to confirm
the itcensee's_information in the TSI: and questions and answers with the-
licensee should be minimal because of review schedules and nature of review, i

This was necessary because the information _in the-TSI was very brief in
-

most cases, and the UFSAR and clarifying discussions with the licensee
!

during meetings would be of benefit. The meetings with the licensee were '

extremely beneficial because some of the 751's were written years ago and !

they were never intended to be scrutinized carefully by parties such as NRC.
.

The staff, in various individual evaluations, concluded that the:11censee's
[

administrative controls broke down, for many TS!'s were not submitted to
-

'the 14RC as TS changes. Eleven out of seventeen TSis had this problem.
_!

One additicra1 TS! was submitted as a TS change but-then withdrawn. As j
stated previously, the licensee intends.to develop a time constraint for

{
TS submittal once a TSI is written. Concerising the scheduling for existing

.

TLis, submittal schedules have been estab1(shed by the licensee for some,
{

and' schedules are being estabitshed for the' remaining ones. '

The staff evaluated all seventeen TSI's. The staff had particular technical
concerns with five of- the TSI's (TSI 85-13, 86 02, 87-02, 86 01, and l
85-04)._Minorconcernswereexpressedforsomeoftheothers. ?.

I

.The TSI on Control Building Emergency Filtration System (CBEFS) Operability ;

:(6513) did not appear complete. The Itcensee believed that the CBEFS is !

operable when fire or chlorine detectors are inoperable. This may be the-
: case for- a LOCA' event; however, this may not be the case for a potential
.' fire or chlorine release. The staff advised the Itcensee that all TS'e
: must_ be followed as far as CBEFS operability is cor.cerned. The licensee

'

I agreed.
!

|
.

j. '
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With regard to Secondary Containrent Recuirement in Condition 5 (B6 02),t

th(
TS 3.3.2 Action statenert associated with inoprable radiation detectors

recuires that the standby gas treatment system be operating and secondary
containment integrity be established within one hour because fuel handling

j

activities could be taking place.
The licensee cannot substitute less

restrictive action statements from secondary contairrent integrity
(153.6.5.1) andstandbygastreatmentsysteminoperability(TS3.6.6.1),
u chnical specifications for this action statement.

The licensee indicated
that with f ailed detectors, they may not be able to establish secondary ;

containment integrity and operate one train of the standby gas treatrent
system,

if this is the case, under this scenario, the staff felt that
the licensee should not be moving fuel.

With respect to Inoperable RHR Room Coolers (87 02), the licensee deleted
this TS!; but the staff addressed it because of its generic application.
The FHR Room Coolers are support equiprent and decisions about the

operability of the room coolers are the safety responsibility of the
licensee,

in the T51, the licensee had established a fourteen day
allcved outage time for the room coolerst whereas the TS allowed cutage
tire for one inoperable LPCI subsystem is seven days. The TSI did not
iodicate that only cre RHR room cooler was adequate for an accident;
however, in the December 20, 1989 meeting, the licensee stated that their
analysis cemonstrated this. The staff did net have the backup docur.enta-

;

tion to reach the sane conclusion as the licensee. In the generic sense,
the staf f discussed the philosophy for naking operability determinations
for support eouipment; and the licensee's current philosophy is similar.

This is one reason that the licensee deleted the TSI on RHR room Coolers.
The Itcensee took these actions on their own initiative and before the
December 20, 1989 meeting.

The staff and the licensee recognized that there is an inconsistency between
standby liquid control (SLC) system operability conditions and reactor

|

|

|

.
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water cleanup (RWCU) system isolation under a SLC signal conditions.
.

SLC
is required to be eperable in Conditions 1, 2, and 5. pWCU isolatien under

,

;

a Stt signal is required to be operable in Conditions 1, 2, and 3. The [
TSI (85 04) added Condition 5 for RWCU isolation. The TSI is acceptable
but the TS incensistency needs to be resolved by a TS change. ;

,

With regard to control rod scran accumulators, TS! 66 01, the staff
I

felt that the licensee was misarplying the requirements of TS 3.0.3 '

with regards to ways of terminating the actions of the specification.
It was-agreed that a TS change would resolve this, '

The DET expressed a number of concerns with the licensee's TS15. In
regard to T51--87 01, minimum offsite to onsite electrical circuits, the

-licensee issued a revision to the TSI after the DET inspection. The
'

staff reviewed the revised TSI for the evaluation. $taff concluded that f
the revised 151 is in ccnfortnance with the current staff positions with

;
regard to the configuration aspects of 600-17. Hewever, the licensee is

,

reevaluating the GDC-17 aspects of the electrical system with completion
:

scheduled for March 30, 1990. -The staff intends to meet with the licensee *

in-April 1990 to resolve these concerns.
t
t

i

.With regard to the TSI on Primary Containment isolation System, TSI 85 01, a
..

violation was written by NRC and the-licensee acknowledging that implementa- |
tion of the TSI caused them to violate certain aspects of the applicable f

technical specifications.

.-In conrection with the service water system TSI, 84 06, the DET reviewed
Revision 4. The licensee subsequently revised the TS! based upon the
DET concerns. Revision 5 was evaluated for this report. Revision 5
ensures that the service water system will fulfill its design functior.

-

However, the TSI;is not a substitute _ for_ an inadequate service water TS.
The TS charge is scheduled for submittal in February,1990. A service '

water system enforcement conference was held on December 15,1989.

L ,

L :

|. !
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E. Surrary

The staff evaluated the licensee's program for interpretation and
implementation of technical specifications. The licensee utilizes
plant procedures for requesting and irplementing TS changes. The procedures
appear reasonable.

The licensee utilizes a plant procedure for requesting a technical
trecification interpretation. Sone T51 requests are straightforward and
ere dispositioned by a plant memorar.dum. 0ther TSI requests lead to TS!s
that are put in effect until the license amendment is issued. On occasion,
a TSI is resolved internally without a license amendment request ever being
sent to NRC. The number of TS!$ have been decreasing with time. The use
of T515 represent a reasonable approach to resolve TS problems. A

significant number of TSis were resolved over the last few years. The

staff reviewtd the TSI procedure. The procedure is adequate with the
exception that (1) there is no time constraint for submitting the associated
15 changes to HRC and (2) a TS! cannot be implemented if the TS cannot
be completely followed absent tegulatory relief.

Some TSl's that were implemented in 1984 and 1985 have not been submitted

as TS changes. The licensee irdicated that this weakness will be corrected.

The staff evaluated the seventeen 151s in effect when the study was
initiated. The staff determined that there were no imediate safety
ccecerns. However, sore of the evaluations indicated that there were

some concerns and these were discussed with the licensee. These concerns
should be resolved when the licensee submits the associated TS changes to

the NRC. The licensee has scheduled the submittals for some and is in
the process of scheduling submittals for the remaining ones.

|-
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